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FODA appeals to many product line develop-
ers because features are essential abstractions
that both customers and developers under-
stand. Customers and engineers usually speak
of product characteristics in terms of the
features the product has or delivers, so it’s
natural and intuitive to express any com-
monality or variability in terms of features.
A feature-based model thus provides a basis
for developing, parameterizing, and configur-
ing reusable assets. 

Although requirements are essential inputs
for core asset development, they are not suffi-
cient on their own; a marketing and product
plan (MPP) can help propel asset develop-
ment. We extended FODA into the Feature-
Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) not only to
support architecture design and object-ori-
ented component development but also to in-
corporate a marketing perspective and explore
analysis and design issues from that perspec-
tive.6 With an MPP, reuse is not opportunistic;
it is carefully planned for a specific product
line. Our customers have applied this method

to several industrial application domains to
create software engineering environments and
software assets for a specific product line.4

Here, we’ll use a home integration system ex-
ample to show how the FORM brings effi-
ciency to product line development.

FORM
FORM product line engineering consists

of two major processes: asset development
and product development. (See Figure 1 for
activities and their relationships.) Asset de-
velopment consists of analyzing a product
line (such as marketing and product plan de-
velopment and refinement, feature model-
ing, and requirements analysis) and develop-
ing architectures and reusable components
based on analysis results. Product develop-
ment includes analyzing requirements, se-
lecting features, selecting and adopting an
architecture, and adapting components and
generating code for the product.

The MPP identifies the information to
gather during the marketing and business
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analyses. It includes a market analysis, a mar-
keting strategy, product features, and prod-
uct feature delivery methods. 

To start the asset development process,
developers organize functional and non-
functional product features from the MPP
into an initial feature model, which they
then extend with design features—operating
environments, the domain technology avail-
able, and the implementation techniques to
be used. In parallel, a product line require-
ments analysis elicits and organizes require-
ments in terms of a use case model and an
object model.7 A use case model defines in-
teractions between the user and the system;
an object model defines system responsibili-
ties. The developers then refine the original
MPP with the help of both the feature and
requirements models. 

The next step is conceptual architecture
design, which allocates features to abstract
architectural components and specifies the
data and control dependencies between
them. The result is a conceptual architecture.
A design object model must be developed
based on the conceptual architecture, the
feature model, product line requirements,
and other information such as any commer-
cial off-the-shelf components or design pat-
terns8 relevant to the product line. 

Designers then refine this conceptual archi-
tecture into process and deployment architec-
tures by allocating components to concurrent
processes and network nodes, considering
whether to replicate each process, and defin-
ing interaction methods between processes.

(The process architecture represents concur-
rency structure in terms of concurrent
processes or tasks to which functional ele-
ments are allocated; the deployment architec-
ture shows an allocation of processes to hard-
ware resources.) The component design
activity then further refines the process and
deployment architectures into concrete com-
ponents by using the design object model. 

The MPP provides quality attributes for
architecture design and refinement. For ex-
ample, user profile information in the MPP
can help determine the quality attributes re-
quired for the architectural design of the
products targeted for each market segment.
Also, the MPP can help the developer ex-
plore design alternatives for feature delivery
methods, the resolution of feature interac-
tion problems, and so on.

FORM product line engineering processes
are iterative, incremental, and repeat until a
design has enough details for implementation.

Initiating asset development 
Developing an MPP for a product line

initiates asset development; the MPP sets a
specific context for analyzing the product
line and exploring reuse. Products devel-
oped without considering how to market
them or what the users’ needs and capabili-
ties are cannot be sold. Functionality alone
does not sell. Products must be configurable
to meet user needs and capabilities.

How the MPP helps 
The first part of an MPP is a marketing
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plan, which includes a market analysis and a
strategy for realizing business opportunities
in that market (see Figure 2). For each mar-
ket segment, the analysis includes an assess-
ment of needs, potential users, cultural and
legal constraints, time to market, and price
range. The marketing strategy initially in-
cludes an outline of product delivery meth-
ods and other business considerations. 

Once we define the marketing plan, we
should identify the characteristics of prod-
ucts in the line in terms of features and de-
velop a plan to incorporate those features.
A product plan includes product features
and product feature delivery methods (see
the right half of Figure 2).

Product features are largely classified into
functional and nonfunctional features. Func-
tional features include services, which are of-
ten considered marketable units or units of
increment in a product line, and operations,
which are internal product functions that are
needed to provide services. For example, in
home integration systems, fire, intrusion,
and flood detection and control features are
functional features. Nonfunctional features
include end-user-visible application charac-
teristics that cannot be identified in terms of
services or operations, such as presentation,
capacity, usage, cost, and other quality at-
tributes. Safety, reliability, and scalability are
important quality attributes for a home inte-
gration system product line.

A product feature delivery method de-
fines how product features are sold or deliv-
ered to customers and users and how they

are installed and maintained. We can
prepackage some features in products as
standard items; others can be selected at ne-
gotiation time. Other features could be spe-
cific to a customer and built into a custom-
made product. 

Marketing and product planning: An example
Let’s say that a home integration system

company intends to become a major player
with two initial products: a low-end product
(LE-HIS) and a high-end product (HE-HIS).
This company’s key marketing strategy is to
allow budget-conscious customers to start
with a “small” system with a few features
and then grow to a bigger one by adding
new features instead of buying new prod-
ucts. Therefore, the product’s scalability is
the most difficult challenge for the engineers. 

Table 1 is an example of an MPP for such
a home integration system product line. The
market analysis identifies two user cate-
gories (office building and home users) and
two market segments (high-end and low-
end) along with their current needs and user
profiles. The user/maintainer profiles for
each market segment are 

� Low-end market (household uses): No
computer skill is assumed for the poten-
tial users, and home integration system
software should run on the PCs they al-
ready have. 

� High-end market (office building uses):
Dedicated engineers with computer sci-
ence background are available for main-
tenance. The computing environment is
distributed over a network, and main-
tainers can access the system remotely. 

The MPP must also identify each coun-
try’s laws and cultural traits. Emergency
codes for each type of incident (such as fire,
flood, or intrusion) could vary from coun-
try to country, as could safety and reliabil-
ity requirements. 

Because the HE-HIS has many customer-
specific requirements, the designers would
choose the feature selection method (see Table
1) to adapt and integrate features at product
delivery time. For the LE-HIS, they would use
the prepackaged method (see Table 1) com-
bined with a user-friendly interface for users
who do not have any computer knowledge. 

The designers must refine product delivery
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methods into product feature delivery meth-
ods—what features are allowed (feature cov-
erage), when they are incorporated (product
build time, product delivery or installation
time, or runtime), and how that incorpora-
tion is made (framework, template, load
table, plug-ins, and so on).5,9,10 For example,
the LE-HIS has a closed set of features, so
feature binding occurs at the product build
time. For the HE-HIS, however, customers
can select any feature from a predefined list,
so feature binding occurs at product delivery
time, perhaps by using a load table that con-
tains parameter values for instantiation.

FORM with MPP
The FORM includes the MPP to bring ef-

ficiency into product line asset development.
(Figure 3 shows an overview of the concept.)

Feature modeling and requirements analysis 
Because a product line’s MPP sets a spe-

cific context for a product line analysis, the
analyst can perform that analysis effectively
and efficiently. As we mentioned earlier,
product features identified in the MPP are
organized into an initial feature model,
which is then refined by incorporating oper-
ating environment, domain-specific technol-
ogy, and implementation technique features.
When incorporating these features, analysts
must investigate potential environmental
and technological changes (see Figure 4).11

Product line requirements analysis cap-
tures the necessary functionalities in a set of
models such as a use case model, an object
model, and so on.7 Depending on the product
line’s domain, other models may be included.
Based on this information, the product line
component design provides realizations of
common functions that an organization can
use across products. (The complete set of
models of the HIS example is not presented in
this article because of space limitations.)
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Table 1
A marketing and product plan example for a home integration system product line
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Legal constraints Emergency control services must conform to each country’s codes Emergency control services must conform 

to each country’s codes
Product features Fire, intrusion, flood, security, and other customer-specific features Fire, intrusion, flood
Quality attributes Safety, reliability, scalability Safety, reliability, scalability, usability
Product feature binding time Product delivery time Product build time
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Feature interaction problems significantly
affect the way components are designed and
integrated. They can also affect how prod-
ucts are sold and delivered to customers. Sup-
pose a product line has a large set of features
from which customers can select. In this case,
analyzing feature interactions for all possible
feature combinations and having the compo-
nents ready for them is probably too difficult.
Analyzing feature interactions for each cus-
tomer selection and handling the problem on
a per-customer basis might be more cost-ef-
fective. The organization should use this in-
formation in designing components, and the
MPP marketing strategy should reflect it.

Suppose, for example, a flood control
feature, which shuts off the water main to
the home during a flood, is added to the HIS
along with the fire control feature, which
turns sprinklers on during a fire. One possi-
ble scenario could see sprinklers turning on
during a fire and flooding the basement be-
fore the fire is under control. This would
trigger the flood control feature to shut off
the home’s water main, rendering the sprin-
klers useless. Thus, when features are added

or integrated, the designer must analyze all
possible interactions during product line re-
quirements analysis and design the system
so that no undesirable interactions occur.

Figure 5 describes policies for handling
LE-HIS feature interactions using the State-
chart technique. The nested structure of
states represents the priority among events,
the deepest state having the lowest priority.
Notice that the event-monitoring features
are independently additive, and the associ-
ated activities perform concurrently. Event
handling is not independently additive, so
the designer should analyze interactions
among features and devise and enforce an
interaction resolution policy. 

Once the analyst refines the feature model
and develops the product line requirement
models, he or she can use this information to
refine the MPP, as Figure 1 describes. Because
the initial MPP contains delivery methods only
for functional and nonfunctional features, the
designer should develop product feature deliv-
ery methods for design features, such as oper-
ational environment and implementation tech-
nique features, during refinement.
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Conceptual architecture design and 
architecture refinement

In the FORM, architecture design starts
with identifying high-level conceptual com-
ponents and specifying data and control de-
pendencies among them. The MPP is a key
design driver. For example, the conceptual
architecture for LE-HIS (see the conceptual
architecture in Figure 6) consists of three
major components (HIS Control, Standby
HIS Control, and External Interface compo-
nents); the Standby HIS Control component
is added to meet the legal constraints on re-
liability by increasing the mean time be-
tween failures. Standby HIS Control is acti-
vated when HIS Control fails to send the
Heartbeat data, thus making the system
fault-tolerant. The External Interface com-
ponent is for external device scalability. It
encapsulates the information on external
devices and provides a common interface to
HIS Control and Standby HIS Control. 

The next step is to refine the conceptual ar-
chitecture into process and deployment archi-
tectures. The upper portion of Figure 6 shows
the process and deployment architecture for

the conceptual architecture’s HIS Control
component. (The processes are allocated to
one network node.) During refinement, we
use the quality attributes from the MPP for
architectural style selection and evaluation.12

For example, we select the Independent Com-
ponent architectural style12 and design the
human–machine interface (HMI) process to
configure the HIS Configuration and Status
information-hiding module so that we can
add new external devices easily.

Component design 
Next, we refine the architectural compo-

nents into concrete components. The prod-
uct component design consists of specifica-
tions of components and relationships
among them. Figure 7 shows a UML repre-
sentation of the component specification of
the EventDNMDriver component and rela-
tionships with other components. 

For component design, designers should
take the product feature delivery methods in the
MPP into consideration. For example, the
FORM’s macro language ($IF(;$Flood)
[...]) in the component specification of the
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EventDNMDriver in Figure 7 supports the
prepackaged LE-HIS feature delivery method.
When we select the Flood feature (in Figure 4)
as a prepackaged feature, code segments re-
lated to it are incorporated into the product at
build time. As another example, we refine the
HMI process in Figure 6 into a framework,
which defines a generic structure for imple-
menting an Advanced HMI feature for HE-
HIS and a Standard HMI feature for LE-HIS.
At product build time, product-specific com-
ponents for the Advanced HMI and Standard
HMI features (in Figure 4) are instantiated
from the framework. 

Depending on the nature of extensions re-
quired for product-specific features, we can
use techniques such as code generation, en-
capsulation, parameterization, frameworks,
templates, and so on. For example, we could
specify the Event Generation component in
Figure 7 that encapsulates a policy for han-
dling feature interactions by using a formal
specification technique (for example, the
Statechart specification in Figure 5). When-
ever we add new features, we modify and
test the feature interaction specification for
correctness, and users can generate new up-
dated program code for the component. 

T he FORM’s connection to the MPP
forces organizations to make mar-
keting more “product aware” and to

think about how to package, deliver, and
maintain features, who will perform these
activities, and what the pricing implications
are with various alternative approaches.
The customer profile and other useful infor-
mation go directly into product design. This
marketing-oriented perspective can uncover
critical quality attributes required for prod-
uct line architecture and component design.
By tightly coupling marketing with asset de-
velopment, we can develop product line as-
sets that will support business goals and sat-
isfy customer needs. We are planning to
apply our method to several product lines,
including process computer systems for steel
manufacturing factories and embedded sys-
tems for electrical appliances. Also, we are
formalizing our method and extending our
tool to support a marketing and product
plan.
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